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if you play the a minor 6th chord, for example, you are actually moving up
three steps in the scale. if you play the d sharp minor 6th chord, you are

moving down 3 steps in the scale. the difference between the a minor 6th
chord and the d sharp minor 6th chord is one step. think of it this way, if you
had a ladder and you moved up one step on the ladder you would be at the

top of the ladder. if you moved down one step you would be at the bottom of
the ladder. the major 6th chord is a chord you find in many other keys. if you

play a major 6th chord in a key like g major, the g major 6th chord is a g major
7th chord. if you play a major 6th chord in a key like c major, the c major 6th
chord is a c major 7th chord. the only difference between a c major 7th chord
and a c major 6th chord is the open 5th of the major scale. that's right - the

open 5th of the scale is playing the same note in both chords. if you play the c
major 6th chord, the c major 6th chord is a c major 7th chord. if you play the f

major 6th chord, the f major 6th chord is a f major 7th chord. the only
difference between the c major 7th chord and the f major 7th chord is the

open 5th of the scale. chords are important for any music. they are not just for
wimpy people. they are a great way to get the message across. they can also

be used to show how a piece is written. you have probably noticed the
common phrases in songs. for example, people say things like: get on your
feet, go and fight, i can see clearly now, i see the light, take me out tonight,

etc. you can recognize the type of chord from the words in the song. if you are
singing, you can sing along, or play the melody of the song on the piano or

guitar. thats a great way to learn chords. once you get the hang of the chords,
you can start playing the song, and let the music take you somewhere.
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what about writing chords? you can tell a song is written in first, second, or
third position. you can also tell what key a song is in. you can know all about
the music by the chords. there is nothing better. so lets get started. lets find
the first major chord. its in the c major scale, so its c major. the c major scale

is built on the first and third of the scale, which are c and d. the c and d chords
are also the major chords. lets find it. its the third chord in the scale, which are
c, e and g. we can also use this method to find the other chords in the scale.
the first step is to think of the chord from the scale. lets make sure we are in

the right key, so we take a look at the key signature, which is in the lower right
hand corner of the staff. the sharps or flats tell us which scale we are in. if we
are in the c major scale, we are in c major key. the c major scale has c, d, e, f,
g, a, and b. since c is in the key, we can start with c. today were going to take
upminor 6th chords every important chords, because they move you from one

tonal base to another tonal base. in other words, when we move from the c
chord to the f chord, we often use c6 between the two as a connector.

actually, there are two types of 6th chords a 6th, which were considering
today, and a major 6th, which we will take up next time. as usual, now its up
to you. play each m6th chord in root position, then 1st inversion, then 2nd

inversion, then in 3rd inversion (the m6th will be the lowest note of the chord)
play each chord up and down the keyboard for at least 2 octaves maybe 3

octaves. play them with your left hand, then play them with your right hand.
then play them hands together. 5ec8ef588b
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